Attention: Susan Goolsby, Executive Manager
Job’s Daughters International
SGC@iojd.org

Dear Voting Delegation of Job’s Daughters International,
My name is Allison Reed. I am a Past Honoured Queen and Past Grand Guardian of
British Columbia, Canada. I am currently Guardian Secretary of Bethel #21
Chilliwack and just finished my year as chair of the Jurisprudence Committee for
the Grand Guardian Council of British Columbia. I would like to express my interest
in letting my name stand for a three-year elected position on the Board of Trustees.
I am eligible for a position on the Board of Trustees as I am a member of the
Supreme Guardian Council by virtue of the fact, I am a Past Grand Guardian and a
current CAV for the Province of British Columbia. I am interested in a position on
the Board of Trustees to work with the other members to engage in smart business
practices; to achieve our goals, to protect our assets, and to strengthen our
organization so we will continue for another 100 years. As someone living and
working outside of the United States, I believe I will bring a different perspective to
the Board when thinking about our Jurisdictions located in other Countries.
In my current job as a Public Servant in the Canadian Federal Government, I am
required to communicate effectively with diverse people across various platforms. I
spend a lot of time interpreting policy and legislation and providing explanations in
plain language to Canadians. I believe this would be a helpful asset when explaining
decisions to our Daughters and adults. I enjoy working as a team and I thrive on
finding resolutions to problems. I have also been responsible for training and
supporting new staff in the various departments I have worked. I believe training
and sharing knowledge with the people in our team and those coming up behind us
is essential for continued growth and consistency. I am confident that these
qualities together with my commitment to work will be an asset to the Board.
Thank you for considering me for this position.
Sincerely,
Allison Reed
Allisonsews@gmail.com
(604)755-3271

